INTERVIEW ROOM
Get Comprehensive
Interview Coverage

Interview rooms need to be comprehensive, easy to use and highly secure. Getac Video Solutions’
rugged Interview Room offers an all-inclusive, end-to-end solution.
Using the VR-X20 as a powerful real-time gateway, video and audio recordings can be merged from
multiple sources at once and viewed from different rooms. Recordings are simultaneously sourced to
high-performance, solid-state storage. Cataloging is made easy and secure with tags and a full chain
of custody, including audit logs, so you can trust that you have the whole story—from start to finish.

Full Windows Experience

High Speed

Cameras and Mics

Easy-to-Use Interface

The Getac Enterprise Software
utilizes a full Windows 10 OS
taking advantage of BitLocker,
TPM 2.0 Security and Network
Approved Imaging to get you the
coverage you need.

The VR-X20 can be configured
with the latest Intel® Core™ i3,
i5 or i7 processor, delivering a
powerful, high-speed CPU perfect
for multitasking and viewing
multiple videos simultaneously.

Capture interviews through Full HD
IP covert or overt cameras, using
Getac low-profile cameras or thirdparty cameras. Getac’s pin hole
microphone is easy to install and is
nearly invisible to the eye.

Record, monitor, review and export
interviews with a simple, intuitive
interface that easily integrates with
your body-worn cameras and in-car
solution, so you can focus solely on
capturing the interview.

Easy Storage

Monitoring

Flagging & Metadata

High-end Security

Cloud, On-Prem or Stand-alone
— Flexible evidence management
options through centralized
networked storage or completely
outside of your network are available
for offloading and storing with ease.

Picture-in-Picture displays of multiple
rooms and camera perspectives
allow your team to monitor
interviews remotely from multiple
locations so they can be present
when key information is shared.

Mark recordings in real time and
store evidence metadata before or
after the interview with RFID Login.
The VR-X20 is validated to work
with many RFID readers for easy
access and recording initiation.

The interview room’s CJIS-compliant
technologies and devices are
activated with data encryption and
provide full chain-of-custody tracking,
including audit logs and role and
permission-level security tools.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Getac Video Solutions, Inc.
3600 American Blvd W, Ste 460
Bloomington, MN 55431

VR-X20 FIXED INTERVIEW ROOM SETUP

VR-X20

CPU:
Intel® Core™ i3-7100H 3.0GHz processor
Intel® Core i5-7300HQ 2.5GHz processor with Turbo Boost Technology up to 3.5GHz
Intel® Core i7-7700HQ 2.8GHz processor with Turbo Boost Technology up to 3.8GHz
Memory:
4GB / 8GB /16GB
Storage:
128GB / 256GB /
512GB / 1TB SSD PCIe only
VGA Controller:
Intel® HD Graphics 630
Communications:
802.11ac WiFi
Optional LTE (Standard with i7)
GPS

I/O Interfaces:
2x RS232 (DB9)
4x POE top row RJ45
2x Ethernet RJ45 (bottom row two on left)
2x Audio jacks with GBPI RJ45 (bottom two right)
1x DB15 for 8 analog video in and 4 audio in
2x USB 2
2x USB 3
1x Display Port
1x Full Size HDMI
8x GPIO Input
4x Output
2x Aux Power
1x GPS SMA
2x WIFI MiMo RP-SMA
2x LTE MiMo SMA (Optional)

Powered Covert Mic
50ft or 100ft Cat5E cable

Mini Dome or Fixed Camera Option
Mini Dome:
720p, Network Camera (M3044-V)
Fixed Camera:
720, Network Camera (M1124)
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